Chaotic oscillations in microvessel arterial networks.
A mathematical model of a multibranched microvascular network was used to study the mechanisms underlying irregular oscillations (vasomotion) observed in arteriolar microvessels. The network's layout included three distinct terminal arteriolar branches originating from a common parent arteriole. The biomechanical model of the single microvessel was constructed to reproduce the time pattern of the passive and active (myogenic) response of arterioles in the hamster cheek pouch to a step-wise arterial pressure change. Simulation results indicate that, as a consequence of the myogenic reflex, each arteriole may behave as an autonomous oscillator, provided its intraluminal pressure lies within a specific range. In the simulated network, the interaction among the various oscillators gave rise to a complex behavior with many different oscillatory patterns. Analysis of model bifurcations, performed with respect to the arterial pressure level, indicated that modest changes in this parameter caused the network to shift between periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic behavior. When arterial pressure was changed from approximately 60-150 mm Hg, the model exhibited a classic route toward chaos, as in the Ruelle-Takens scenario. This work reveals that the nonlinear myogenic mechanism is able to produce the multitude of different oscillatory patterns observed in vivo in microvascular beds, and that irregular microvascular fluctuations may be regarded as a form of deterministic chaos.